BUll CANYON RANCHES
PROPER.TY OWNER.S ASSOCIATION
March 11, 2011

Dear Fellow Members,
I thought you might be interested to hear the outcome of a visit I paid to the Ranch this week. I
was there on the 6th though the 9th for a variety of tasks which included inspection of the roads
and equipment, grazing changes and recording of documents at the Court House.
I was very impressed with the work that Beau lamb has done with our new Case 855 Track
Loader. All of the ranch roads are now back in service including where we had some horrendous
damage on r-roonqtow Trail. Tnere IS some tidying
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finished within a couple of weeks. Beau had intended to finish sooner but sadly he had a huge
personal disaster when his house went on fire in January. Like the great worker that he is, he's
now back in the saddle and going back to work.
Genie Haynes and Walt Capps joined me on the visit to the Ranch and we discussed the
acquisition of a Grader with Beau. The Board has agreed to going ahead with the purchase of a
second hand midsize unit which Beau is now sourcing. It's hoped we can have it within the next
month or two. Purchasing the unit has been made easier now with the agreement of the Board to
a request from Jack lewis, our fellow owner/rancher.
Jack had asked if he could utilize the abundance of grass which we currently have to up the cow
units for at least six months from 200 to 300, He has in mind to bring on some yearlings which
equates to 100 cow units. The Board has agreed to the request and with luck, it might cover the
cost of our new Grader, depending on how long Jack feels he can run the increased herd size.
Either way, it equates to increased income which, if you remember is not something we are
obliged to share with Jim Grider. Our agreement with him is to pay a fixed amount each year.
We made our first payment last December,
The only other task I undertook whilst in Santa Rosa was the recording of our divorce from the
old New Mexico land and Ranches and its new assigns. We are as of last Monday sans the
encumbrance. Free and Clear!
Before closing, I 'think I should mention one quite distasteful event which occurred recently. As
you know, every one of our members has been given the combination to the padlock on the
entrance gate. One of our members instructed a realtor to visit the ranch but failed to give the
realtor this access code. When the realtor found he could not drive through the entrance gates
because the member had not given him the padlock combination, he tore down the adjoining
fence line and drove around the gates.
I leave you to form your own opinions on this kind of behavior, but I for one find it wholly
unacceptable, both on the part of the member and on the part of the realtor. Destroying ranch
fences by whatever means and for whatever purpose is considered a criminal act in New Mexico
and subject to investigation by the law enforcement unit of the State of New Mexico Livestock
Board, future acts of this type on the port of 0 realtor abetted by a member will result in a very
unpleasant situation for both parties involved. Please, even if you disagree with the padlock on
the gate, do our rancher and the rest of the membership the courtesy of instructing your realtor
on how to properly access Bull Canyon Ranches. Also please remind your realtor that any gate
that has to be opened when driving on the Ranch roads must be dosed as soon as they are
through it.
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Ending on a positive note, our POA Secretary Genie Haynes and Walt Capps (Lot 14) drilled a well
last year which came In at approximately 15 gallons a minute. Needless to say, they're quite
excited about this. They are more than willing to talk to any member about their experiences and
the paperwork required when drilling a well and bringing in electricity. Walt and Genie can be
reached at 602-569-1598.
The Annual Meeting of the Bull Canyon Ranches Property Owners Association will be held at
1:30 p.m. on Sunday, July 3 at the Hampton Inn in Santa Rosa, New Mexico. More information
will follow, but please mark this date on your calendar, and if possible, plan to attend.
Kind regards,

Jim Mc Donell
President
BCR POA

Jim & Barbara Mc Donell, Rancher Jack Lewis,
and Genie Haynes
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